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Polo Hall to favor independents
New housing proposals considered

By Danielle Stewart
Editor as Chief

In a report recently obtained by the Old Gold and Black, the Polo Hall Programming Committee made its recommendations for this fall's housing. At the moment, Polo Hall is a community residence for seniors and graduating juniors, and attempts to be balanced in its selection of students. Under this program, independent seniors and seniors would have priority over all Greek students. The recommendations are only preliminary and may not reflect the way the system will work in the spring, said Conseil Coston, the director of Housing and Life-Style.

"Eight new recommendations were received from the Polo Hall Programming Committee and are in the process of review (by the department)," Coston said. "It's not at all a lot of things that would be wrong with the recommendations — I don't think that they haven't been through the logistics."

According to Conseil, the logistics in- clude testing out the computer system that would have to handle the more complex priority system the report suggests. The inability of hilltop first in a separate lottery would also have to be considered.

The recommended method would assign apartments to seniors based on priority status. Independent seniors and seniors would receive four points for being independent. Greek students and sorority members would receive two points. These points would be added to the four points that students have gained by seniority, which is based on the number of students who have spent time in campus housing. Rising seniors and juniors who have spent four years in residence would therefore have a number beginning with a six.

The recommendations call for a separation of seniority from priority, which is a combination of Greek status and seniority. In the current system, rising seniors who are accepted into Polo Hall begin with a five, and rising juniors have numbers beginning with a four.

Under this proposed system, rising seniors who are independent or independents would be ten points going into the single selection process, and rising Greek seniors would have five. Rising seniors who are independent would have eight points, and there would be given priority over Greeks who are seniors.

"The emphasis for a priority system is to give priority to those aspects of the pro- gram that are the most important, while the importance of Greek status is given less priority in the current system," Conseil said.

Two senior senators would have to be selected to be preference was not given to seniors at the time.

According to Conseil, the logistics in- clude testing out the computer system that would have to handle the more complex priority system the report suggests. The inability of hilltop first in a separate lottery would also have to be considered.

Women strive for equality
Female faculty members search for pay equity, child care

By Suzanne Dallas
Old Gold and Black Reporter

Since the publication of the Commis- sion on the Status of Women's final report last March, the university has made efforts to deal with concerns about gender inequality. The commission's report, which was released in the spring, cited issues such as sexual harassment, pay equity, and child care.

Recent remarks by School of Law Professor Thomas Hearn have raised concern about women in academic careers. Hearn recently made comments about the lack of representation of women in academic positions.

"There is a serious commitment for change," Hearn said. "I can ask for it personally, but there is a commitment that we will make sure that women are included in the decision-making process."

The commission found cases of salary inequality and sexual harassment in the School of Law. The commission also noted that the representation of women in tenured and non-tenured positions has not increased in the past five years. The report called for a more gender-balanced faculty.

According to Conseil, the logistics in- clude testing out the computer system that would have to handle the more complex priority system the report suggests. The inability of hilltop first in a separate lottery would also have to be considered.
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By Carol K. Lay
Old Gold and Black Reporter

The first change in 1998 for ThinkPad for new models will come this fall, with the class of 2000, the first class at the university to receive the computer as part of the Polo Hall for the Class of 2000. Students are responsible for backing up their own personal files and programs before returning to their ThinkPads. The backup program already on the computer can be used for standard back-ups or floppy diskettes for small amounts of data. For larger amounts of data, tape drives are suggested. Zip drives will be available for students to use during the coming semester.

As of now, the exchange is expected to take place in August. The new company will not likely be shipped to students on campus during the summer. Instead, students will be responsible for taking their ThinkPads back to the campus computer labs. The exchange is expected to take place in August.
Students remember classmate

By Charles Sanders
Managing Editor

The familiar sounds of Wake Chapel's carillon echoed across the Quad Jan. 26, but they conveyed a palpable note of sadness through the crisp morning air.

"I have to believe that Greg's death is in part a result of the many, many factors," said Fletcher. "It was one of the many factors that led to the situation," said Harrison. "I am very hopeful for the families of the other victims who are still in the hospital," said Harrison.

The family, friends and classmates of the two students who died in the carillon crash last week gathered in front of the Chapel for a Candlelight Service last night to remember those who perished.

"It's a very sad moment," said student Chris Johnson, who lost his friend in the crash. "I can't believe this is happening," he said.

"I really want to thank the families of the other victims who are still in the hospital," said student John Smith, who also lost a friend in the crash. "I want to say thank you for your support and understanding," he said.

"I want to say that this is a very sad event," said student Sarah Johnson, who lost her brother in the crash. "I want to say that this is a very sad moment for all of us," she said.

The family and friends of the two students who died in the carillon crash last week gathered in front of the Chapel for a Candlelight Service last night to remember those who perished.

"I want to say that this is a very sad moment," said student Chris Johnson, who lost his friend in the crash. "I can't believe this is happening," he said.

"I really want to thank the families of the other victims who are still in the hospital," said student John Smith, who also lost a friend in the crash. "I want to say thank you for your support and understanding," he said.

"I want to say that this is a very sad event," said student Sarah Johnson, who lost her brother in the crash. "I want to say that this is a very sad moment for all of us," she said.

The family and friends of the two students who died in the carillon crash last week gathered in front of the Chapel for a Candlelight Service last night to remember those who perished.

"I want to say that this is a very sad moment," said student Chris Johnson, who lost his friend in the crash. "I can't believe this is happening," he said.

"I really want to thank the families of the other victims who are still in the hospital," said student John Smith, who also lost a friend in the crash. "I want to say thank you for your support and understanding," he said.

"I want to say that this is a very sad event," said student Sarah Johnson, who lost her brother in the crash. "I want to say that this is a very sad moment for all of us," she said.
David Anderson, an assistant professor of biology, will soon lead thousands of students at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro to Fairbanks, Alaska; Lannion, France, and Wallops Island off the coast of Virginia.

The department is developing a satellite tracking program that will give children a unique way to follow albatrosses in the wild. The mission is expected to extend well into the spring.

"My motivation for doing this is twofold," Anderson said. "First, there are basic science questions that the data will help us answer. Second, I am interested in pre-college education and this project will provide the perfect opportunity to engage school-aged kids with our work."
Debate team shows maturity in tournament

By Bev Tucker

At the Robert Tigges Debate Center at State University of West Georgia, the team of Rhodes and Janice Andrew made the final four at the national championships three weeks before losing in the quarterfinals. The Dartmouth team had won the 130-man tournament held at the university this semester and is regarded as one of the strongest competitive teams in the country today, according to Louden.

"We haven't had such a good record against them. It was good to finally beat them," Rhodes said.

Louden felt the victory over Dartmouth helped turn the tables as a national competitor. "At the beginning of the season, we had a good year we were, expectations were that we would not be competitive at nationals," London said. "We know they're good enough. I don't think the rest of the world knows yet."

Of the seven universities in the State University of West Georgia tournament, all finished with at least one win, "We are starting to develop a little depth," Louden said.

In March, the debate team hopes to compete in one or two tournaments, to prepare and refresh nationals.

"We feel we have a lot to gain from this tournament," said Rhodes. "All the national teams are going to be very tough, but it's good to know we're not too different from them."

Over winter break, the team of Rhodes and Gumpert made it to the quarterfinals at the University of Cincinnati. The team was invited to take part in another tournament, the National Debate Tournament, sponsored by the National College Debate Association, held in March. Louden said he was pleased with the squad's performance in the State University of West Georgia and Southern California. The team finished both as "true champions.""We always first place squad award, for the two tournaments held of West Georgia tournament, all finished with at least one win, "We are starting to develop a little depth," Louden said.

Louden said "We are involved with the overall team performances," Rhodes said of the recent performances. "It was a good win and, I guess, we are starting to produce more.""We expect to have it at the end of the year."

Students wanted to avoid circulating junk e-mail

By Jenny Blackford

E-mail is quickly becoming a major form of college life. Communicating with friends, family or other universities, colleges and universities throughout the world, the possibilities for e-mail are endless. Yet, for some people, e-mail can be a problem. "We are starting to develop a little depth," Louden said.

A great story or joke gets stuck in the friend's inbox. The friend forwards the story and it goes on their friend's list of friends. "We are starting to develop a little depth," Louden said.

Those people find it more and more difficult to act in the e-mail. "We are starting to develop a little depth," Louden said.

A great story or joke gets stuck in the friend's inbox. The friend forwards the story and it goes on their friend's list of friends. "We are starting to develop a little depth," Louden said.

"We are starting to develop a little depth," Louden said. 

"We are starting to develop a little depth," Louden said.

"We are starting to develop a little depth," Louden said.

"We are starting to develop a little depth," Louden said.

"We are starting to develop a little depth," Louden said.
MLK arts program celebrates racial harmony

By Ken DePaolo
Contribution Reporter

Monday was a day set aside by the Student Government to honor the birthday of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. A student arts celebration on campus was sponsored by the student Government Committee on Race Relations. In the past, Martin Luther King Jr.’s birthday was a time for blacks to remember a man who initiated a civil rights movement that meant something to them. Representing numerous countries, races, and ethnicities, the theme of the celebration was peace.

In his introduction, junior Oheas Hes said that efforts must be made to unite communities of different social groups. The event challenged those who attended to communicate with members of other social groups in order to understand different points of view.

“This is an attempt to unify the campus. It was all in the name of peace,” Oheas Hes said.

all the performers related their individual experiences to the story of the civil rights movement. One song served as a reminder of the black student and southern African-Americans who moved south, together using the song “Creole.

If Martin Luther King Jr. was a symbol, today he would most likely concentrate his efforts in improving social mobility. As he said, “The civil rights movement enters the next century, one of the major problems is going to be poverty and the problem of poverty in the inner-city,” he said.

King said black students should spend more time on campus and spend more time building a bridge over that divide. One student said, “I know I can do something to bridge people of different races.”

Continued from Page A1

Women’s role improves

Bookstore offers prices comparable to others

By Tyrone Howard
Contribution Reporter

Fraternity Rush begins this week with 280 men coming out to pursue the national fraternities on campus. “Rushing is a great way to network,” said Seth Shumaker, an executive officer of Kappa Alpha. “It’s a great way to network.”

The bookstore offers prices comparable to others for the fall semester. The bookstore and Barnes & Noble vary on which books are cheaper. The bookstore provides nearly all books ordered by the time classes start, whereas many of the textbooks used in the first weeks of classes might need to be specially ordered from Barnes & Noble.

Many student complaints concern not only the high prices of textbooks, but also the bookstore’s policy of buying back used books.
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Many student complaints concern not only the high prices of textbooks, but also the bookstore’s policy of buying back used books.
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O P I N I O N

This column represents the views of the Old Gold and Black Editorial Board.

The idea, largely because of the tuition increase. Many thought that, more exclusive, less accessible to many prospective students.

preparing to relinquish their old, outdated ThinkPads for the new, shiny ThinkPads or its parts.

The Residence Hall, with its individual apartment-style layout is published each Thursday during the school year, except during school breaks and graduation. It is written and edited by the students of Duke University. The Residence Hall is available on-line at http://www.duke.edu/~rhall.

Send your letters to letters@ogb.wfu.edu, or place your letter in the drop box at the gate house at the Reynolda entrance.

A library is published each Thursday during the school year, except during school breaks and graduation. It is written and edited by the students of Duke University. The Residence Hall is available on-line at http://www.duke.edu/~rhall.

The Old Gold and Black is published each Thursday during the school year, except during school breaks and graduation. It is written and edited by the students of Duke University. The Residence Hall is available on-line at http://www.duke.edu/~rhall.

And at Valentine Memorial Coliseum with a sign that read, "Wish you were here!"

Wish you were here! But the tuition hikes have turned out to be only one of the many problems that the implementation of the ThinkPad has caused for many students preparing to relinquish their old, outdated ThinkPads for the new, shiny, new ThinkPad for the new, shiny ThinkPad.

Dalinne Deaver
Assistant Business Manager

Dear Scary, Sexy, Sporty,

If you can't make my current CD, but you think you're listening to the same old songs all over again, I have to let you down easy. I am so sorry to hear that your new "Spice-crazy "Hooligan" has been labeled a "sleep with me," but what can I do? I will not let the "Spice-crazy "Hooligan"出土, yet you do absolutely right? Perhaps your fans aren't as Spice-crazy as you think.

"Girl Power" is written for you, my dear fans. It's your talent, or lack of it. Face it, your fans: puppets sure can dance. "Girl Power"

there? I know he can't possibly see my

In the end, I do think that's the way it is. The truth is, I don't know your ex. I don't know what he's like, but I do know that he's a man, and that's what matters. When your parents told you to stay away from your roommates, they did it for a reason. If you continue to do this, they will be angry, and you will be out of luck.

My disgruntled investigation and result of findings: 

with hazing and the worst results can be expected for student security, even though I

Harry S. Truman
Junior

Our

to letters@ogb.wfu.edu, or place your letter in the drop box at the gate house at the Reynolda entrance.

Even though I know that you are hurting yourself. Drive out through the gate house late at night. Watch carefully to see if anything seems suspicious. If you see a gatehouse officer who is too lazy or too

Joe E. Youngblood, Editor

Catherine Bleul 
Assistant Business Manager

The new residence hall, with its individual apartment-style layout will come with costs.

(• Editorials Ole

is answered by, Thomas Robinson and Dave Friswold, photographers.

WeeZs

The Information Systems web page and it

plumbers. I know it is a reasonable price for
to letters@ogb.wfu.edu, or place your letter in the drop box at the gate house at the Reynolda entrance.

Ourresponse in the field of public opinion.

You don't have to be afraid of a teenager
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**Kappa Sigma fraternity's trial was unfairly conducted**

**Youngblood, Brandon C., 2008**

**School:** Duke University

**Major:** Communications

---

**What ever happened to service with a smile?**

Rudeness and inferior work characterize campus workers.

Joe Parikh

---

**Editor's Old Gold and Black**

---

**Kappa Sigma fraternity's trial was unfairly conducted**

Since the time that the administration's investigation of Kappa Sigma became public knowledge, the fraternity has encountered an avalanche of misinformed perceptions, activating primarily as a result of distorted or erroneous information.

Kevan Stevens

---

Because the university administration has, until this juncture, provided the exclusive control for confusing issues, I felt compelled to respond to that mystery.

Specifically, Kappa Sigma was charged with having and maintaining activity on campus property. These violations were a result of suggesting that other fraternity members took part in the organization of pledge activities which included a charade and the drinking of alcohol.

Although the Kappa Sigma fraternity in no way participated in the challenged investigation and subsequently received an unwarranted punishment, Members of the chapter felt that the administration did not defend the fraternity.

Legally, I cannot understand how, in the face of the same misinformation, one individual could possibly make more informed decisions than a group of people whose sole purpose is to rule on such issues. From this, it would seem that even the administration had completely underdetermined the administration's own established system of justice.

It is truly unfortunate that these representative commissions, which are established on the principles of fairness and integrity, prove powerless against the influence of a few select administrators.

Thus, while we applaud the university's demonstration for the purposes of public education, yet break free in favor of these aggressive agendas, an enhancement to the institution and everything that it represents.

A final decision was made, involving the position and our chapter as a whole. Unfortunately, we feel that our fraternity was set up on its back. I did not expect much harmony in the part of the appeal commission. The hearing itself proved to be a disquieting experience in which myself and the other fraternity representatives were commonly-chosen disruptors by administrative attorneys of the university.

Throughout the entire appeal process, the fraternity, its members, and who was involved. Instead, for our chapter was not told anything regarding the trial. We had no witnesses or time for our formal testimony. The day was simply charge it to the next person. Luckily for us, we have a post office in December that had all been opened and retaped closed.

They referred me to the woman in charge of the post office, but I was not amused, and I never knew the effect of my tardy responses.

King. Duke. My experiences have not been isolated to this single incident. I have had many other individuals spew forth unintelligible garbage from their mouths.

The professor noted that the Klans-people were laughing and -women spontaneously yelling, "White power! White power!" Crowds members answered with shouts of "power! power! power!" Most of the individuals who My frustration slowly; it had not been until I was at the courthouse in downtown Winston-Salem.

The Grand Wizard of the Dark Klan rally. My frustration slowly; it had not been until I was at the courthouse in downtown Winston-Salem.

I just cannot share a symbol with the Grand Wizard of the Ku Klux Klan. I would be remiss to assert that Kappa Sigma was charged with a misdeed but rather to inform the administration that we have Martin Luther King Jr. Day.

The professor noted that the Klans-people were laughing and -women spontaneously yelling, "White power! White power!" Crowds members answered with shouts of "power! power! power!" Most of the individuals who...
SLC suggests plan for Polo Hall housing

Continued from Page A1

gage of five for townhouse apartments. No more than half of the people in the group can be Greek.

The report recommends that students who are accepted into Polo be given a chance to choose the exact townhouse or studio apartment they want to live in.

The priority for this choice would be based on the position that it should be made for independent students'

priority numbers. Students who live in Polo will get a "sufficiency point," which is their position in the priority hall. If the student still must pay for the modern equipment and has now must be intact and in

"pull in" is an investment in the community. Change is always going to be frightening, but the sore is not threatening," said Zick. The committee is comprised of students, faculty and administrators. The students represent all four courses and are both Greek and independents.

ThinkPads will be collected

Continued from Page A1

Information Systems before leaving. Students are advised to bring in a new computer may have to pay a lot more than they thought they would when they bought the team's victory over Maryland Jan. 17. The

The committee cited concerns that juniors who are making for us... and it keeps the community... and it keeps the board of trustees in adopting the resolution that it is composed of students, faculty and administrators. The students represent all four courses and are both Greek and independents.

The report recommends that students who are accepted into Polo be given a chance to choose the exact townhouse or studio apartment they want to live in.

The priority for this choice would be based on the position that it should be made for independent students'.

priority numbers. Students who live in Polo will get a "sufficiency point," which is their position in the priority hall. If the student still must pay for the modern equipment and has now must be intact and in

"pull in" is an investment in the community. Change is always going to be frightening, but the sore is not threatening," said Zick. The committee is comprised of students, faculty and administrators. The students represent all four courses and are both Greek and independents.
Deacons dismantle Terps, 72-60

By Scott Payne

On a 10-0 lead, Robert O’Kelley & Co. held on for their second conference win

The second half of action featured more of the same for the Deacs, but with just over 13 minutes remaining the Terps had pulled to within one, thanks to the hot shooting of Maryland’s senior guard, Robert O’Kelley, who had 11 rebounds. If you get up too tight on him he can get by you,” said Curtis. “So we’ll start on him and see if he can shoot from outside. So I’ll try to give him a ton of space and you’ll try to go to that side of him. That’s what he’s got that combination that’s really good,” said a dejected Marshall Neverly.

“I’m not sure if he was ready at the offensive end we got a lot of pressure on the Tigers’ every shot. Kelley’s shot hand, and the Deacons went 0-0 during the final scuffle under the basket. The Deacons may not have come out to be one or more first-year players, conference road wins may be few and far between for the Terps,” said Curtis. “We’re capable of playing at that level all the time. They’re just not there. We need a 10-point win, maybe 12,” said Curtis.

The Deacons pushed the lead back to double digits and coasted home for the 12-point victory. Senior Gustafson hit two key three’s. Big ones. Big ones. Oh, man! They were big!” said O’Kelley of the Maryland Terrapins.

The Deacs’ win over Maryland is very much in evidence of how Wake was ready to hustle down the court and gave the opposing defense fits, hitting 8-of-16 points, all on three-pointers. The Terps had pulled to within one, thanks to the hot shooting of Maryland’s senior guard, Robert O’Kelley, who had 11 rebounds. If you get up too tight on him he can get by you,” said Curtis. “So we’ll start on him and see if he can shoot from outside. So I’ll try to give him a ton of space and you’ll try to go to that side of him. That’s what he’s got that combination that’s really good,” said a dejected Marshall Neverly.

“I’m not sure if he was ready at the offensive end we got a lot of pressure on the Tigers’ every shot. Kelley’s shot hand, and the Deacons went 0-0 during the final scuffle under the basket. The Deacons may not have come out to be one or more first-year players, conference road wins may be few and far between for the Terps,” said Curtis. “We’re capable of playing at that level all the time. They’re just not there. We need a 10-point win, maybe 12,” said Curtis.
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The Deacons pushed the lead back to double digits and coasted home for the 12-point victory. Senior Gustafson hit two key three’s. Big ones. Big ones. Oh, man! They were big!” said O’Kelley of the Maryland Terrapins.

The Deacs’ win over Maryland is very much in evidence of how Wake was ready to hustle down the court and gave the opposing defense fits, hitting 8-of-16 points, all on three-pointers. The Terps had pulled to within one, thanks to the hot shooting of Maryland’s senior guard, Robert O’Kelley, who had 11 rebounds. If you get up too tight on him he can get by you,” said Curtis. “So we’ll start on him and see if he can shoot from outside. So I’ll try to give him a ton of space and you’ll try to go to that side of him. That’s what he’s got that combination that’s really good,” said a dejected Marshall Neverly.
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Friday night's contest was not only the team's second straight loss, but the tenth straight for coach Mike Krzyzewski, who has never won a conference title in his 23-year tenure.

Despite the loss, Wake Forest's Antawn Jamison continued his dominance on the court, scoring 23 points and pulling down 12 rebounds. However, the Demon Deacons struggled from the field, shooting just 37.1 percent overall. Jamison's efforts were not enough to secure victory, as the Blue Devils defeated Wake Forest 91-83.

With the loss, Wake Forest fell to 10-17 on the season and 5-11 in Atlantic Coast Conference play. The team now faces a tough road ahead, as they have only two more home games before the conference tournament.

Coach Krzyzewski said after the game, "We're not going to get caught up in the emotion of this game. We've got to focus on the next game and get ready for it."

Wake Forest's next game is a road matchup against Georgia Tech on Saturday. The Yellow Jackets are currently sitting at 12-15 overall and 7-9 in ACC play. A win for Wake Forest could help them secure a better seed in the conference tournament.
Intramural Bowling
Entries Open: Monday, January 26
Entries Close: Tuesday, February 3

Intramural Racquetball
Entries Open: Monday, January 26
Entries Close: Tuesday, February 3

Sign up in Reynolds Gymnasium Room 214
or if you have any questions, call 758-5838

1st Annual Martin Luther King Jr. Basketball Tournament
Friday, January 23-Saturday 24

All games will take place at Reynolds Gymnasium.
Interested teams need to contact Chris
in the Intramural Office at x5838.
We have invited several local universities to participate in this tournament,
so if you would like to play against these local schools,
then this is the tournament for you.
If you are not playing, come out and cheer for your Wake Forest teams.

The yearbook will be distributed every Friday at the Howler office from
10am-5pm.

EARNING $10 BONUS AND EARN UPTO $140 or more a month
IMMEDIATELY ON 2nd DONATION WITH THIS AD
NEW & 60 DAY INACTIVE DONORS ONLY

ECONOMICS 101: Deflation

Deflation n. A reduction in available currency that results in a
decrease in the general price level.

Being low on cash is a sad economic reality for every student. That’s why Fazoli’s
gives you a plateful of pasta for pocket change. Now that’s the definition of a great deal.

Peppery Chicken Alfredo
$3.99 (plus tax)

Harris Teeter
Your Neighborhood Food Market
Sale Starts Wednesday, January 21st

Campbell’s Home Cookin’ Soup
99¢

13.5 oz. Tostitos
Fried Chicken

Prices Effective Through Jan 27, 1998

Wake Forest Economics 101: Deflation

3580 University Parkway, Winston-Salem, NC 27106
703-720-2400
RIERSON'S
FAMILY DINING
GOOD FOOD
BIG PORTIONS
REASONABLE PRICES
759-9599
** DAILY SPECIALS **
Country Style Steak $3.99
All You Can Eat Spaghetti
with salad $5.99
Cash Box Steaks
Teriyaki Chicken & Sticks
Vegetable Plates
Seafood
Salads
Sandwiches
Souvlaki
Big Desserts
Beer & Wine

Order your college ring now!
JOSTENS
Jan. 20-22, Time 10-4
Impact Discount: $5

Get a feel for success
Do you want to get a feel for what it's like to work for a major oil company? To make decisions that affect the profitability of a $50 billion corporation program? Or to manage workflows that could determine the fate of a $5 billion corporation? Then this is your chance to gain hands-on experience with one of the country's largest growing real-time centers. Train for three Mos. - and get hired into our Management Training Program.

Hiring Management Trainees
Our Program provides future leaders with the opportunity to learn - hands-on - how to operate an extremely successful enterprise - a company that has a $50 billion dollar business? To succeed in this position requires a variety of abilities - from the technical and operational methodologies and supports that we will teach you to the interpersonal and communication skills that we will bring to you. If you are interested in pursuing a career with Hannaford, please contact the office of Career Services to schedule an interview. We will be conducting Entrance interviews on February 29, March 3. For more information about our company, visit our website at www.hannaford.com.
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New professors exhibit artwork, talent

By Kelly Martin-Kitt
Contributing Reporter

An art exhibition held in the Scvles Fine Arts Center gal­lery has displayed the works of the university's upper-and lower-level galleries are open to the public in the same style, ranging from recent and sur­real to realistic and minimalistic. The art is worth observing. While her left of the gallery entrance simply paintings do not share. Zotto, a "frame" ("Over each other and to this pair, these two leading the eye toward different experiences.

The composition is surprisingly avant-garde for this university. Pickel's courageous expression is refreshingly stylized, even for the gallery Scvles. On his website, www.sva.de/de/nachwuchs/pickel/index.html, Pickel describes the motives behind his composition as a director to "construct a visual critique of everyday life and to explore our own sense of self." The exhibition will be open every day until 5 p.m. and the show closes Feb. 3.

Ring Theatre hosts veterans

By Eric Kepny
Arts and Entertainment Editor

The Ring Theatre has always been dominated by students. They produce, direct and star in a majority of the plays. The exceptions include: when James Davies, adjunct professor of drama, plays Harry Block in "The Caretaker" at the University Theatre, will direct the college and former student in an intriguing play about two men with conflicting views on an old man in his home.

Mick, played by Johnson, with Aston's decision to bring Davies home. Davies. 

The main action revolves around the main character bears a startling resemblance to Allen’s unorthodox films. It is a "life cycle" poem, and Stewart's name at the bottom of some of the pages parallels the poet's subject matter in a personal commentary on life, mortality, and fate. With only toy weapons, his character of Harry Block, and it’s two for the price of one. The most potent message in this film from the rest of Allen's is the plot of "constuction of Harry's" personality, more than action, he said. What once seemed romantic - the passionate love story between a young couple in their twenties - comes to life through the artist’s perspective and dramatic flair. The documentary, which is filmed by Pickel himself, portrays Harry Block's warped perception of the world and "his" bizarre fantasies are so numerous that it makes you feel a whole lot better about your own life.

What seems to set this apart from other university films is the interaction between the artist and the viewer. The viewer is invited to participate in the creative process. The film is not just a passive experience. It is an active one.

With that said, the combination of classic Allen humor and an all-star cast (Robin Williams, Billy Crystal, Marline Hemingway, Judy Davis, Meryl Streep and Kelsey Grammer) under Deconstructing Harry is a good one. This is a collection of woodcuts, color photographs, etchings, and other prints, all of various natures. Some are colorful, such as Marc Chagall's "The Old and the New," while others are more toned-down, black and white. The style and historical background of these prints make a trip to the second floor worthwhile. Information about the prints is available at the top of the stairs.

Both the New Members exhibit and "Deconstructing Inspiration" can be viewed every day until 5 p.m. The show closes Feb. 3.
New movie features vintage artists

By Paul Ginder
Contribution Editor

The Big Lebowski is the story to be remembered at the end of Ethan Coen.

Following up on the success of their last film Fargo, The Big Lebowski is another feel-good comedy centered around bowling as an escape from a world filled with memories, identity, greed, and murder.

Although Lebowski will not make its way to theaters until summer, according to press releases, the soundtrack is already available for purchase. The album, produced by Paul Buckmaster, features vintage artists such as Captain Beefheart, Townes Van Zandt, and Elvis Costello, all of whom contribute to capturing the feel of the movie itself.

According to press releases, the soundtrack is the first of the Coen brothers' albums to feature a specific set of songs as a central theme to the movie itself. Functioning somewhat along the lines of a 1970s Transiton-type, the music serves in this case to enhance and preserve the characters' fascination with the '60s and '70s. Productively Trends Presenting along with the Coen brothers, the album features songs by Bob Dylan, Cat

Non Sequitur
By Wiley

The Big Lebowski Soundtrack Advance Music

"The Man in Me" by Dylan is a beautiful, calming piece from his 1975 album, New Morning. Elvis Costello's "My Mood Swings" is a rocking number that bounce along with a late 1960s AM radio feel, complete with a sword and pirateanche following the chorus.

Beck influences unique project

By Paul Ginder
Contribution Editor

Praised for the finale is the sole project by Carl Stephenson, who collaborated with Beck back in the days before the former "wouldn't use a pop guitar" or even a violin.

Although recently released, the Beck album, went gold and sold well in the first few years of its release. Perhaps in large part due to the success of Beck, multimedia engineering companies picked up the album.

The album contains a mixture of star, programming, keyboards and even some bagpipes. The warped genius of Stephenson is readily apparent in this album, as was on Beck's "Sobbing Yellow-Gold Chair.

"Dreams" starts the album out bumping, with keyboard drums and an odd vocal musing about the relativities of dreams and reality. Soon the bagpipes and toads come in, culminating in a chorus which ponder, "When I get up, I don't know if I'm truly awake, or if I'm still dreaming."

Whalley
By Matthew Nimchick and Ken Perkins

Ah, I love living like royalty, in the... So I pulled down my pants and said, "Take a look at this natural log! Ha, ha, ha!"

Momemnoo's Ward May Be Based Around Psychology But I Declare Whalley To Be The First "Moth" Based Comic!

To have your event listed, send e-mail to wileytoone@aol.com or write to P.O. Box 7685, Raleigh, NC 27617.
Wachovia is accepting resumes.

Consult with your Career Services Office for details. We are currently seeking undergraduates for a variety of excellent opportunities. To find out more about Wachovia, visit our website at www.wachovia.com.

Wachovia
Let's get started.

Piedmont Medical Research Assistants is conducting a research study of an investigational drug to treat urinary tract infection (UTI). If you are a woman 18 years of age or older with symptoms of UTI (including frequent urination, difficult or painful urination and lower back/abdominal discomfort), you may be eligible. Participation would require three office visits over a period of six weeks.

Women who qualify for this study will receive at no cost:

* Study medication
* Laboratory tests
* Study-related medical care
* Compensation up to $75.

For more information, please call (336) 708-4062.

Piedmont Medical Research Associates
When there’s no light in the forest...

Many college students today are finding that they are victims of depression

By Kate Conroy Features Editor

Depression is a phrase that is thrown around with increasing frequency. When one hears the term, it is most often associated with the idea of sadness, a feeling of being down in the dumps, or even worse, a sense of hopelessness. However, depression is much more than just a feeling. It is a serious medical condition that can have a significant impact on a person's life.

The symptoms of depression can vary widely from person to person, but they generally include feelings of sadness, hopelessness, and helplessness. Some people may also experience physical symptoms such as fatigue, loss of appetite, and changes in sleep patterns. In severe cases, depression can lead to suicidal thoughts or actions.

Depression is a complex and multifaceted disorder, and its causes are not fully understood. However, it is believed that a combination of genetic, hormonal, and environmental factors can contribute to the development of depression.

There is no single “cure” for depression, but there are several treatments that can help manage symptoms. These may include medication, psychotherapy, or a combination of both. With the right treatment, many people are able to manage their depression and live fulfilling lives.

The importance of seeking help for depression cannot be overstated. If you or someone you know is struggling with depression, it is important to reach out for support. There are many resources available, including hotlines, support groups, and healthcare providers.

It is important to remember that depression is a real and treatable condition. With the right support and treatment, it is possible to overcome depression and lead a healthy and fulfilling life.